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The reason why KNOWING GOD is like standing on a ROCK and all other ground is sinking sand 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0bWjb_6MzwY&list=PL2018498757FD7A76; is because only by 

KNOWING GOD can anyone know what is TRUTH!   https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/the-planned-demoralization-of-america/632305113515118  and KNOWING TRUTH makes for 

lasting LIFE, LIBERTY and HAPPINESS!  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evidence-of-

god-our-creator/568134419932188 

 

  

 

I don't agree that Egypt is falling; but if any nation is falling (which to me indicates that her people are 

failing) then it is fundamentally because they have lost focus for what makes for life. It is because among 

her people they can not agree to a quality of life for themselves whereby they agree to define and 

enforce that quality of life for all citizens. This is typically defined as a "constitution" or that which 

constitutes a nation an agreement of human and national rights stated emphatically for those persons 

of that nation with consequences to a greater or lesser extent for violating those declarations agreed 

upon by said constitution. In other words, if a people revolt against an existing power or constitution 

then they must as soon as possible create one upon which they universally agree as soon as possible or 

society falls into anarchy and power struggles between such as crave power for better or for worse. 1) A 

nation must have a constitution 2) humanitarian rights must be clearly stated in that constitution 

sufficient that citizens will embrace it such things as the RIGHT TO LIFE!, THE RIGHT TO LIBERTY!, THE 

RIGHT TO THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS so long as in that pursuit it does not deprive others of LIFE or 

LIBERTY! and that nation must understand that money is just a unified means of trade. (in other words 

does NOT need international approval for the citizens of that nation to LIVE and be HAPPY!) So in a 

revolution if it is to succeed the constitution needs to protect the LIVES and RIGHTS of its citizens! If it 

does not do so universally then another revolution is inevitable! and then 2 a national currency (unified 

means of trade for all citizens must be established either by taking over the existing presses or by 

minting new bills of trade (money as a national currency) During that process the global NWO 

attempting to enslave the world will of course cut off resources to your nation from all such nations as 

they already control but that does not mean every nation won't befriend the citizens who successfully 

revolt AND even IF your nation is on its own it only then means the people must 3) establish a peace 

keeping force (which should be all citizens in a free society) that is all citizens who are willing and able 

should be entrusted with enforcing the humanitarian and national rights they've agreed to in the 

constitution by force (armed with weapons) and have the responsibility of keeping their lives and 

freedoms from any enemy by use of that same force. Any enemy including an oppressive NWO that 
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does NOT have citizen rights in mind at all but rather the deaths of billions is their stated and obvious 

objective. In other words if your people have REVOLTED celebrate! It shows they value their lives! but it 

always means citizens MUST be courageous enough to arm themselves and defend themselves in the 

process! 1)Constitution 2)National Currency 3) All Citizens protect 1 and 2 by force! Then the nation 

organizes from among the citizens WISE leadership who understand that your quality of life ultimately 

depends on 1) natural resources (God given) 2) products and services (honest labor of the people) It is 

NOT dependent on the falsely benevolent NWO who sends you grain at the price of enslavement and 

then once reduced to slavery; puts the noose around your necks (if you die to defending rights and 

freedoms your actual deaths soon will follow and that goes for all who fail to revolt against the insane 

maniacs of the NWO and their policies of death for billions of souls on earth). so what is chiefest in 

products and services for quality of life? 1)food and water 2) clothing, shelter etc. If all your citizens have 

such then luxuries can and will be added. So a nation does not and can not fail as long as the people 

fight for freedom and life for ALL of it's citizens! The moment a nation starts letting people within it's 

nation get murdered (like the slaughter of infants in America and nations around the world) the lives of 

ALL citizens become in jeopardy. It is seen in all of history because the Creator will not allow the 

shedding of innocent blood and it never goes unanswered. 1)Constitution of rights for each and every 

citizen equally 2) Unified means of trade (national currency) 3) all citizens agree to enforce 1 and 2 by 

force (defend your lives and freedoms from any and all enemies those who would either kill or enslave 

you in their insanity of arrogance and greed) and then go about within your nation of growing FOOD and 

providing CLEAN WATER making sure each other has clothing and shelter and all the rest of such 

products and services as you desire for quality of life (remaining independent from anyone else, any 

other nation for the basic necessities of life and only entering into trade for luxuries!) As long as a 

people of any nation provides 1,2,3 FOOD AND WATER (necessities of life) for all citizens that nation is 

NOT a failure it is a success. Now it may not in the process of breaking free from the murdering 

oppressors of the NWO have all manner of luxuries right away but as long as it follows these principles is 

well on their way to having such wealth for themselves so long as they all remain grateful to our Creator 

and by not violating any of these sane principles for what makes for life on the planet as a nation and 

civilization. It can only FAIL if a people forget or depart from the instructions of our Creator and start 

murdering any other citizen great or small; then consequences accordingly come upon any people who 

so forget that the Creator of Life holds everyone accountable for sowing death and destruction 

WITHOUT EXCEPTION. It is how the prophets could write Deuteronomy Ch. 

28http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Deuteronomy+28&version=NKJV with full assurance 

(understand in this passage "Egypt" is a title used by the Creator to refer to spiritual darkness, 

ignorance, a lack of enlightenment and the blessings that come with enlightenment and is NOT referring 

to any geographical nation on earth but rather the universal misery of mankind that chooses not to 

commune with our Creator during any portion of the days of their 

incarnation). http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-christ-a-treatise-

on-repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230   It is how any prophet knows that America will have 

nuclear blasts explode on her own soil for having done so to others. It is how we know America will have 

foreign armies invade her soil and harm her people because they failed to protest and bring to a halt the 

911 false flag operation and invasion for profit and bloodshed to other nations of innocent citizens who 

have suffered. It is how anyone who knows the Creator knows this nation is headed for destruction and 
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desolations of unprecedented proportions due to the many wars, and global oppression and 

impoverishment it has caused by her own insane greed and imperialistic agendas. In fact, if the people 

of this nation do not revolt as well and remove the insane NWO rulers what is coming upon her is so 

horrible all sane persons will weep and fall to ground weak with such grief many will have to turn their 

eyes away too horrible to behold. As long as the people are apathetic to the grief our nation is wreaking 

havoc upon the world; then it is certain all that we have sown will be repaid and when it happens IF it 

happens (because the people fail to repent and oust the warmongers and greedmongers who have 

usurped power in this country) then what is coming will be terrible indeed. And all because when they 

had 1,2,3 as aforementioned they did not fight to preserve them before our Creator. So as stated a 

nation and a people only fail if they fail the Creator who gives us all the RIGHT TO LIFE, LIBERTY AND THE 

PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS equally and only asks that IN THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS WE DO NOT TAKE LIFE 

AND LIBERTY FROM ANYONE ELSE (except as due consequence for those who murder, shed innocent 

blood, who have been given Life and Liberty to have the freedom to choose to do good but instead use 

it to do evil and violate these sound principles of a free, happy, healthy and sane nation/people)! Our 

Creator asks us to recognize that if we get hungry and thirsty; so too do others; so give a hungry person 

some food and a thirsty person something good to drink. Who says if we get cold or injured by the 

elements because of a lack of clothing to simply keep that in mind when seeing a naked person and give 

them some clothing. Who asks us to simply consider ourselves and what we need for our own life in 

doing our best to make sure everyone else has those basic needs fulfilled before we pursue luxuries 

excessively for ourselves. As long as a people of any nation provides their own food and water for each 

and every citizen in their nation they cannot be enslaved by anyone without the people in that nation 

allowing it to happen. When evil oppressors, injure, murder, oppress and enslave citizens then a 

revolution is a good sign but then attend as quickly as possible to the wisdom, knowledge and 

understanding plainly declared herein to all. May the God of all Grace, the Creator of the Universe send 

repentance upon all persons still using their lives and liberty to do evil and cause them by the Power of 

His Indwelling Spirit http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Acts+2%3A38-39&version=KJV to 

choose to do good all the rest of their days. That way you may as a people and a nation be blessed and 

prospered instead of cursed and destroyed. Yes, May even the whole world repent and return to our 

Creator at once and follow His simple instructions for life right now and forevermore. In YAHOSHUAH'S 

OMNIPOTENT NAME, Amen. 
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Have you ever wondered what happened to the 56 men who signed the Declaration of Independence? 

Five signers were captured by the British as traitors, and tortured before they died. Twelve had their 

homes ransacked and burned. Two lost their sons serving in the Revolutionary Army; another had two 

sons captured. 

Nine of the 56 fought and died from wounds or hardships of the Revolutionary War. They signed and 

they pledged their lives, their fortunes, and their sacred honor. What kind of men were they? 

Twenty-four were lawyers and jurists. Eleven were merchants, nine were farmers and large plantation 

owners; men of means, well educated. But they signed the Declaration of Independence knowing full 

well that the penalty would be death if they were captured. 

Carter Braxton of Virginia, a wealthy planter and trader, saw his ships swept from the seas by the British 

Navy. He sold his home and properties to pay his debts, and died in rags. Thomas McKeam was so 

hounded by the British that he was forced to move his family almost constantly. He served in the 

Congress without pay, and his family was kept in hiding. His possessions were taken from him, and 

poverty was his reward. 

Vandals or soldiers looted the properties of Dillery, Hall, Clymer, Walton, Gwinnett, Heyward, Ruttledge, 

and Middleton. At the battle of Yorktown, Thomas Nelson, Jr. noted that the British General Cornwallis 

had taken over the Nelson home for his headquarters. He quietly urged General George Washington to 

open fire. The home was destroyed, and Nelson died bankrupt. 

Francis Lewis had his home and properties destroyed. The enemy jailed his wife, and she died within a 

few months. John Hart was driven from his wife's bedside as she was dying. Their 13 children fled for 

their lives. His fields and his gristmill were laid to waste. For more than a year he lived in forests and 

caves, returning home to find his wife dead and his children vanished. A few weeks later, he died from 

exhaustion and a broken heart. 

Norris and Livingston suffered similar fates. Such were the stories and sacrifices of the American 

Revolution. These were not wild-eyed, rabble-rousing ruffians. They were soft-spoken men of means 

and education. They had security, but they valued liberty more. 
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